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Orlando-area pilot fuels jet with
vegetable oil
May 18, 2008 | By Amy C. Rippel, Special to the Sentinel

Last year, Doug Rodante took a first-of-its-kind flight in a jet plane.
The plane was powered by a vegetable oil-based fuel -- it smelled like
French fries. This year, he hopes to top his record by making that biofuelpowered flight across the country, and then around the world.
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Rodante, a former Orlando Apopka Airport Association president , said he is working to use "green"
fuels in airplanes to help cut back on greenhouse gases. He started a company called Green Flight
International to bring attention to the need for alternative fuels.
In October, Rodante and Nevada-based Biodiesel Solutions teamed up to make the first jet flight using
100 percent biofuel. Rodante and his co-pilot Carol Sugars of Longwood flew a 100-mile perimeter
around Reno, Nev., for 37 minutes.
While other companies are using environmentally sound fuels to replace a percentage of petroleum fuels,
including a recent Virgin Atlantic jumbo jet flight that used a percentage of biofuel to travel from London to
Amsterdam, Rodante's trip was the first jet flight to use 100 percent biofuel.
Biofuel can be made from a variety of "green" ingredients, including animal fats and algae. In this case, it

Jet Handlers Know They Can't Be Too Careful

was restaurant cooking oil.
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"It was a lot of work. We were constantly documenting our test data ," Rodante, 41, said. "We had a
very extensive documentation process in order to make sure everything was running as it should."
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Rodante bought a 1968 Czech-built jet for the test flight because it's known to have an engine that can
run on several types of fuel.
The biggest concern during the test flight was making sure the fuel would stay warm because biofuel
could freeze. The jet, called BioJet I, has fuel heaters in the tanks that warmed the fuel as the plane flew
to 17,000 feet, he said.
Eventually, Rodante wants to fly the plane around the country solely on biofuel. It will be a huge
undertaking.
"I think this planet has some very serious issues that we're not facing," he said. "I think there needs to be
more of a significant focus on solving and dealing with the problem. We need to get off our hands and
make some changes."
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